Built to last.

‖ THE THERMAL SHOCK COMBATS THE FORMATION OF LIME SCALE.
‖ TEMPERATURES ARE ALWAYS STABLE. ‖ EASY MAINTENANCE: REMOVE
AND SUBSTITUTE THE BULLONE ROSSO ONLY. ‖ DRY STEAM.

The BL-500 Light Edition is
fitted with the Bullone Rosso
system, which guarantees a
longer lifespan for the machine.

Stable temperatures, thermal shock to avoid the formation of lime scale
inside the boiler, easy maintenance thanks to the possibility of removing
and substituting exclusively the Bullone Rosso, dry steam for froth with
the minimum amount of milk.

Increase your
productivity.
When you have the right tools, you can produce more, with better quality and less effort.
Each technological system in the BL-500 LE has been designed to make the barista’s job
easier, allowing them to satisfy a larger number of customers with less effort.
The B16 group ensures that your coffee is of a constantly excellent quality; the dry
steam makes creating froth much faster, and with Tea Care Tech, you can serve teas and
infusions with an unforgettable flavour.

‖ B16 GROUP WITH STATIC
PRE-INFUSION. ‖ INSULATED
BOILER. ‖ READY FOR PULLING.
‖ TEA CARE TECH. ‖ ENERGY
SAVING. ‖ DRY STEAM.

Technology
for true
professionals:
all a barista
could desire.

‖ AUTO-CLEANING. ‖ COMPUTER PROGRAMMING INTERFACE.
‖ USB CONNECTION. ‖ CUP WARMER 4 SETTINGS.

Move with ease behind the counter,
let your creativity guide you,
astound your customers with the
quality and design, enjoy the beauty
of your trade. BL-500 LE offers you
everything you are looking for in
a professional system: control the
machine with a touch, create froth
with precision and without the risk
of scalding, and prepare amazing
drinks in an instant.

BL-500-DE 3 Gr

It is exactly as
you want it to be,
because it adapts
to your needs.

‖ PREINFUSION TECHNOLOGY. ‖ PROGRESSIVE
TEXTURING CONTROL. ‖ COOL TOUCH STEAM WAND.
‖ COFFEE CREMA LEDS. ‖ BL FILTER HOLDER.
‖ PRO-SHOWER SCREEN. ‖ TOUCH DISPLAY.

BL-500-LE 2 Gr

BL-500-LE 2 Gr Tall Cup

BL-500-LE 3 Gr

BL-500-LE 3 Gr Tall Cup

Versions available with two or three groups, and
for standard or tall cups. Four different levels of
cup warming to select from, the possibility to add
Bluetooth connectivity, an interface for on-board
machine programming via PC or USB drive.
Choose and manage it as you prefer: the BL-500
LE is the ideal working companion, because
it adapts to your needs while maintaining
performance and ease of use.

BL-500-LE

2 Gr

3 Gr

as standard

as standard

optional

optional

USB connectivity

as standard

as standard

Cup warmer

as standard

as standard

LCD TFT 4,3” colour touch screen
Bluetooth connectivity

Version

Standard / Tall Cup*

BL-500-LE 2 GR

Cup holder capacity

45 tazze Ø 65

Boiler capacity

11 l

Boiler element

4200 W

Stabilised boiler Bullone Rosso

0,38 l - 1000 W
380-400 V 3N ~ 50 Hz
220-240 V 1N ~ 50 Hz

Power supply
Water supply

3/8” F

N. water wands - N. steam wands
Dimensions and weight

1 - 2 Cold Touch
L 770 x P 535 x H 555 - 71 kg

Version

Standard / Tall Cup*

BL-500-LE 3 GR

Cup holder capacity

65 tazze Ø 65

Boiler capacity

17,5 l

Boiler element

5200 W

Stabilised boiler Bullone Rosso

0,38 l - 1000 W
380-400 V 3N ~ 50 Hz
220-240 V 1N ~ 50 Hz

Power supply
Water supply

3/8” F

N. water wands - N. steam wands
Dimensions and weight

1 - 2 Cold Touch
L 1010 x P 535 x H 555 - 91 kg

* Tall Cup version: maximum cup/glass height 140 mm.
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